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1. Developing a corporations
privacy strategy

Define your organization's
privacy vision and privacy

mission statement

The privacy team must be
properly funded and resourced to

reach across an entire

organization

Every member of the
organization is required to do his

or her share to protect personal

information

Identify Data necessary to
develop and define a privacy

strategy

Leverage key functions of
organization to support privacy

program activities

Creating a process for

interfacing with an organization

Develop a data governance
strategy for PI

Privacy workshop for your

stakeholders

Structuring the privacy to to

determine privacy governance
for the organization to align to

the privacy strategy

Established professional

competency levels

2.Developing and implementing a framework

1. Create Framework: an

implementation roadmap

providing structure and

checklists to prompt the privacy
professional for the details to

determine privacy relevant
decisions for the organization

2.developing organizational
privacy policies and standards or

guidelines

Develop an assessment of the business
case for the current or forthcoming

privacy program

Use this to define high level program

needs and methods to meet specific
business goals such as

Define the privacy domain to determine

privacy elements such as industry
privacy organizations and other data to

provide the necessary laws standards
guidelines and factors that should be

evaluated p58!8

3. Conduct a gap analysis of the

privacy program

4. Review and monitor the program

This can be done doing the business and

system lifecycle or on a schedule such

as biannually or yearly

5. Communicate the framework

Sample privacy policy framework template

3. Performance measurement Metrics

Metrics performance provides

quantifiable output that is measurable

meaningful answer specific questions is
clearly defined

Metrics must add value and provide data

tracking to improve business objectives

and goals

Objectives are typically broad-based

such as privacy notices

Goals are specific and measurable such
as providing privacy notices to one

hundred percent of the customer base or
the number of privacy notices

Done to increase the understanding of

how the organization provides data

privacy protections that meet laws

regulations policy best practices
stakeholder in consumer concerns

Drivers of privacy metrics include

A means of providing meaningful

information on your privacy regime to

key stakeholder

Generational change in the use of technology

Rapid advancement to technology

Societal change in the use of advanced technology

Catastrophes such as data loss against
the drive tighter regulation laws and

standards

Current security and privacy solutions
that are not designed to deal with fast

pace of emerging technologies such as

cloud computing

Privacy regulations becoming more

stringent while privacy expectations rise

Professionals embrace it. Privacy as part of their job

Metric should be developed to enable

analysis of the following processes

Collection (notice)

Use

Retention

Closure to third parties

Incidents (breaches, complaints, inquiries)

Employee training

Privacy impact assessments Pias

Privacy risk indicators

Percent of organization functions
represented by governments

mechanisms

Use of the above data for analysis and
reporting includes

Trending

Privacy program return on investment

Business resiliency metrics

Privacy program maturity level

Resource utilization

The metric lifecycle -5steps

1. Identify who will use the data

Primary audience

Legal and privacy officer's

Senior leadership such as chief

information officer

Program managers

Information system owners Iso

Information security officer I SO

Other considered users and managers

Secondary audience (who don't have

privacy as primary task)

Chief financial officer

Training organizations

Human Resources

Inspectors general

HIPAA security officials

Tertiary audience

External watchdog groups

Sponsors

Stockholders

Ensure buy in from all audiences and

ownership such that metrics are not

seen as negative costly

2.define reporting resources

W ho is the data owner

Assign a metric owner who is the

advocate and evangelist responsible for

management of that metric throughout

the metric life cycle...such person must:

Know what is critical about the metric
The output is important

How the metric fits into the business object

Monitor the process performance with the metric

Predictors of performance monitoring

data compiled by other metric owners or

dependencies (operation strategic or

tactical)

Make sure the process documentation as of today

Ensure all audiences have a clear

definition of the metric and how it

should be used

Utilize flowcharts visual displays graphics

Perform regular reviews to asses worth

of metrics contained use

Ensure improvements are incorporated

and maintained in the process

Abvocate the metric to customers and

partners and others

Team training documentation materials

Generally the metric owner does not
perform the data collection tasks or

perform the measurements of the metric

Example: tasks may be directed to the
IT department and the metric owner

simply utilizes the information

People

Processes

Technology

How is the data accessed

3. Selection of privacy metrics

W hat metrics are viewed based on the audience Considerations

Using methodology for metric selection includes

Reporting resources

Final selection of the best metric

4. Collection and refinement

How

W here will the data come from to finalize
the metric collection report

How obtained

Unit of measure

How informed if changed

W hen will the data be collected

W ho is responsible Describe the roles and responsibilities in writing

W here's the data stored

Forms

Documents

Email

Ensure data accuracy describing the

procedures in detail

W hy is the data important

Example successful data collection

5. Analyze

Analyze the data to provide value to the

organization any feedback quality

mechanism

Assess Trending methods

Simple data patterns

Timeseries such as number of privacy

breach of the overtime

Cyclical components such as weekly

monthly or yearly data used to measure

the number of privacy breaches in the
rollout month and then every three

months thereafter

Irregular component

Fitting a trend: least squares

Trends in random data

Data as trend plus noise

Noisy time series

Goodness of fit (R squared)

Assess return on investment of privacy program

Roi = ( benefits -costs)/costs

Privacy ROI defines metrics to measure

the effectiveness of investments to

protect investments in the following

Physical assets

Personal assets

Protecting the following features of

information technology assets

Organizational infrastructure

Confidentiality

Integrity

Availability

Accountability

Operational management assets

The analysis should be a best attempt to

provide performance economical value

risk assessment to the determine the

probability of a loss and probable

economic consequences

Step one

Identify and characterize the ROI metric

to address the specific risk that the
control or feature is supposed to

mitigate

Step two
Defined the value of an asset to the

organization and consider the following

Cost of producing the information

Value of the information on the open market

Cost of reproduction of the information if

lost damaged or destroyed

Repercussions to the organization if

information is not readily available

Advantages to the competitor if they can
use change or destroy the information

Cost to the organization if the

information was subject to unauthorized
release destruction or alteration

Loss of public confidence

Loss of credibility an embarrassment to

the organization if the information is

compromised

Resource utilization Time allocation amounts privacy functions

Strategic

Developing privacy strategy

Analyzing privacy regulations

Advising and consulting to the

organization on privacy

Process

Developing performing privacy training
and communication

Monitoring and measuring privacy

compliance and enforcement

Responding to data incidents

Reported to management and privacy stakeholders

Foundational

Performing privacy risk assessments and data inventories

Developing and implementing privacy
policies and guidance

Administration of privacy personnel and budget

Activities not related to privacy

Objectives and goals upon choosing metrics

Must measure effectiveness and efficiency

Must measure and improve business value of IT

Increase project transparency and

improve communication of IT relevant
material within business context

Ensure measurement is accurate
relevant and honest

Perform subject valuation of metrics

what the metric lifecycle

Reassess on a scheduled basis to ensure

metrics do not become stale

Consider qualitative and quantitative

measurements with goals on metric

maturity

Consider laws and regulations for metric

of development tracking and sharing

with federal state and local agencies

Consider privacy as a shared security

responsibility to ensure full coverage of
all threats to the organization

4.Privacy operational lifecycle Lifecycle

1. Assess

Measure

Assessment models

Getting Started

Five privacy maturity model levels

Assessing key areas of the business
such as data systems and process

2.protect

Privacy cuts across the entire

organization from HR and legal business

and procurement

Data lifecycle management DLM

Information security practices include

Privacy by design

Conduct analysis and assessments

3. Sustain

Monitoring

Audit

Communication

4. Respond

Support

Goal is to reduce organizational risk and

bolster compliance to regulations

Principles include

The response phase of the privacy

operational lifecycle provides guidance
for managing

Several frameworks that allow
measurement and alignment of these for

activities are
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